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Summary Statistics

$2.2B

$1.42B

$5.25B

$400M

2020 Q2 Originations

Q2 Spot Volume Traded

Total Active Loans as of June 2020

Q2 Derivatives Volume Traded Since June 1st

Reintroducing our Quarterly Report
As we do every quarter, we’d like to highlight some of the key trends we observed being
at the epicenter of digital asset markets. This quarter’s report, along with future reports,
will not only focus on lending activity like our previous issues, but will also include color
and commentary from both our spot and newly launched derivatives trading desk.
In May, we announced our plans to build the preeminent digital asset prime broker – a
one-stop shop for trading, lending, and custody. Part of this effort is to increase our
trading capabilities and offer a more comprehensive and seamless client experience.
With that in mind, we launched our derivatives trading desk at the end of Q1, offering
a mix of products ranging from futures to options. The addition of both bilateral and
cleared options trading allows us to provide liquidity across spot, derivative, and lending
markets to our clients. This new expansion puts us in a unique position to provide insight
across these segments and to discuss the synergies between them.

Digital Asset Lending
Genesis continues to see tremendous growth in its lending business, adding over $2.2B
in new originations in Q2 marking its largest quarter ever. For comparison, this is a 324%
increase in originations from the same quarter last year. Active Loans Outstanding
surged past $1B and ended the quarter at $1.4B, up from $649mm last quarter,
representing a 118% increase QoQ.
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Active Loans Outstanding
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Cumulative originations increased 35.3% from the prior quarter, marking a ninth
consecutive quarter of strong growth and bringing total originations to nearly $8.4B
since we launched the lending business in March 2018. Our loan portfolio substantially
increased in value through increased cash and bitcoin loan issuance, along with an
increase in the notional value of crypto loans outstanding.
($ in mm, except BTC Price)
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Q2 2020 Loan Portfolio Composition
Despite decreasing in the previous three quarters, BTC loan composition increased in
the second quarter of 2020. This increase in BTC loan concentration came mostly from
the fact that USD loan composition decreased over the same period. Futures curves
remained relatively flat through Q2 incentivizing traders to go long basis by borrowing
BTC, selling through our spot desk for USD and then going long near-dated futures
to take a view that curves might steepen. Despite this rotation of USD into BTC, the
combination of these two assets still dominates the loan portfolio, comprising 83.2%
of the value. The infrastructure, maturity, and general interest in BTC/USD markets
relative to altcoin/USD markets is much greater and we don’t see that trend redirecting
any time soon.

Asset

9/30/2019

12/31/2019

3/31/2020
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50.2%
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0.3%
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Digital Asset Trading
In previous reports, we focused solely on lending activity. As we evolve into a prime
broker, it is important to share insight across our entire company. Since 2013, Genesis
has been a leader in institutional digital asset trading covering clients around the world.
We have traded billions of dollars in volume every year and continue to see strong
growth in both the US and overseas. On the spot side, Genesis traded $5.25B in Q2
volume, up from $4.0B in Q1. The majority of the flow was traded on an OTC basis, with
the rest reaching exchanges.
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At the end of May, we officially launched our derivatives trading desk as a complement
to our existing spot trading and lending businesses. Since then, we have quickly
developed our ability to trade both linear and non-linear derivative products globally,
and can trade on a bilateral OTC basis or on exchanges. In our first full month of
derivatives trading, we traded $400M notional across forwards and options with nearly
50 active counterparties across 10 different assets. Roughly 67% of trading volume was
executed bilaterally and the remaining 33% was executed on exchange. Roughly 80% of
our volume has been concentrated in the BTC/USD cross, with ETH/USD and other major
tokens making up the rest. We also traded options in some of the more frontier assets,
including recent trades on up-and-coming Defi governance tokens.

Derivatives – The New Kid on the Block
While our client-facing derivatives desk is the new kid on the block at Genesis, we are
jumping in head-first with some major advantages. First, the Genesis lending desk has
always been an active participant and driver of funding markets and forward curves,
and we have traded them in all kinds of market regimes. We have always been engaged
with clients in repo-like transactions, financing trades and leveraged purchases and
sales – the same types of synthetic exposures that we are currently pricing and trading
in derivative format.
Second, Genesis has access to some of the deepest sources of funding and liquidity in
the market through our spot trading and lending businesses, which are among the most
established in the industry. We have unique market visibility on forward pricing because
of our access to term funding. Our risk capacity, balance sheet, strong risk management,
and connectivity have enabled us to quickly connect volatility buyers and sellers, while
offering competitive pricing for larger blocks of options and forward risk.
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Options Are Like a Swiss-Army Knife
In a nutshell, the Genesis derivative desk is a principal liquidity provider of options and
forwards in a derivative market that is still relatively nascent. We fill a gap where the
market liquidity on the orderbook is not deep enough or when a client wants a more
high-touch, customized solution. We face clients with varying appetite for risk and who
have quite different needs. Below, we have illustrated a variety of the different problems
that options can help solve.

Institution

Activity

Description

Hedge Fund

Short-Term Speculation

Express a specific catalyst-driven view with a shortdated option play

Long-Term Holder

Yield Generation

Overwrite (sell call options) to generate yield

Fund Investor

Downside Hedging

Reduce downside beta to crypto with puts

Miner

Future Cash Flow Hedging

Hedge income stream, balance sheet exposures or
future cashflows

Lender/Borrower

Collateral Management

Hedge the value of crypto collateral using a “collar”

Trading Firm

Basis Speculation

Express a view on the futures / spot spread

Individual Investor

Long-Term Investing

Accumulate a position in an asset at a discount to spot
via option selling
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So what are some of the specific trades and themes so far? Let’s dive into the details:
Thematic Flow

Description

Systematic Call
Overwriting

Holders of BTC are selling 10-20% OTM call options in rangebound, low-vol markets
generating 20-30% ann yields.

Convex Upside
Payouts

Both vol-speculators and purely directional counterparties are buying longer-dated,
far OTM call options as a leveraged, low-premium way to get exposure to BTC. Some
view the call wing as underpriced given the upside potential and fat-tailed nature of
BTC. We also see more convex requests like one-touch and binary calls to reduce
premium further.

Token Replacement

Counterparties with exposure to more esoteric, frontier assets are replacing their
spot exposure with derivatives in the form of risk reversals or spreads.

Minor Cross-Currency
Pairs

Counterparties that want to express a view on BTC dominance vs alts might look
at buying options on BTC/ETH which is a lower vol asset than either of its major
crosses, because of the correlation between BTC/USD and ETH/USD.

Hedging Long-Term
Holdings

As the sole authorized participant for the largest asset manager in crypto, Genesis
interacts with many long-term holders of beta products like GBTC who may look to
hedge their position with puts or calls.

The Hunt for Yield – Lending, Call
Overwriting and Liquidity Mining
A major theme in Q2 was the demand for yield on crypto assets. Yield drives markets in
crypto and in other asset classes, but the last three months seemed specifically yieldcentric. Maybe it was due to the lower volatility, or perhaps due to the exponentially
growing infrastructure and product creativity, but we saw a massive pickup in interest
this quarter in many forms. The three forms of yield generation most prevalent are spot
lending, call overwriting, and most recently, liquidity mining. There are risks and rewards
inherent to each, but there seems to be an insatiable appetite for all of them. Below we
outline the profile and provide insight into each strategy.
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Yield
Strategy

Spot
Lending

Call Option
Overwriting

Liquidity
Mining

Structure

Overview

Est Yield (%)

Holders of crypto or
cash lend directly to
Genesis to earn fixed
interest on a monthly
basis

Asset
dependent, but
indicatively
6-12% ann with
100% upside
participation in
asset on loan

Bullet
Interest
+ Partial
Upside
Participation

Holders of digital
assets sell out of the
money call options
to generate premium
paid upfront while
sacrificing upside in
their position

Variable, but
indicatively
around 2030% ann with
10-20% upside
participation
of underlying
asset

Fixed Income
+ New Asset
Creation

Traders can
deposit assets
to decentralized
financial protocols like
Compound to earn
interest and accrue
positions in additional
governance tokens

Variable, but
5-15% ann
with 100%
upside in asset
deposited

Fixed Income
+ Upside
Participation

Risks/Downsides

Participants

• HNW
• Counterparty
choice is
critical
• Liquidity risk

• Loss of upside
on asset
underlying
the call option
• Counterparty
risk

• Protocol/
Platform risk
• Risk of margin
call/forcedliquidation
on “borrowed”
asset

• Hedge
Funds
• Miners
• Asset
Managers

• Miners
• HNW
• Hedge
Funds

• Hedge
funds
• Trading
firms

Hunt for Yield – Direct Lending
In Q2 – and especially in June – we saw tremendous growth in both the number of
unique institutional lenders on the Genesis platform and the total interest paid to that
pool of lenders relative to previous months. As of June 30, 2020, there were 112 unique
lenders, up 24% from the previous month and 187% from last year. June’s total interest
payout represented 19% of all interest paid in the past 12 months.
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Spot Lending Growth
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Lending directly to Genesis is attractive to many institutions given the simplicity
of structure, monthly interest payments, and the fact that the lenders maintain the
long exposure to the loaned asset. Investors who know they want to be long for an
extended period of time and want to earn incremental interest on their holdings can
receive monthly payments at rates ranging between 6% and 12% annually depending
on the asset. The main risks and considerations when thinking about spot lending are
concentrated around counterparty quality. Given our long-standing reputation, balance
sheet, and risk management framework, Genesis has proven to be a high-quality lender
and has faced no defaults or capital losses despite operating through many volatile
periods. Many of the lenders that face us directly are high net worth individuals, hedge
funds with long exposure that want to generate additional alpha, miners that have
reserves in crypto, and other managers seeking yield.

Hunt for Yield - Call Option Overwriting
As an alternative to spot lending, many of our counterparties are selling out-of-themoney call options to generate yield via premiums.
After the March 12th crash, many market participants (survivors, if we’re being honest)
found themselves holding BTC risk acquired at low cost bases. With implied volatility
holding firm around 100v across the term structure, traders reduced their exposure to
spot by selling call options. When spot settled back into a range-bound market between
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$9,000 and $10,000, the call sellers emerged in May to sell implied vol from 90v down
to current levels near 50v in the front. For the most part, this strategy has worked well as
realized vol in the 20s is the lowest we’ve seen since Fall 2018. Against current market
levels, the typical call selling program is targeting 20-30% annualized yields by selling
10-20% OTM calls.

Implied Volatility vs BTC/USD Spot
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Hunt for Yield - Liquidity Mining on
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) Protocols
DeFi is on a journey. From the early days of EtherDelta and ZRX in 2017 to the yield
farming craze of 2020, DeFi has made strides in awareness, adoption, and functionality.
There is a lot to unpack. We could have an entire report dedicated to all the technology
improvements, merits, and risks in the current DeFi landscape. Instead, we will focus
primarily on the impact DeFi markets have on forward curves, rates, and OTC lending
demand.
There is no denying at the crux of the most recent boom in DeFi is something which was
initially called “yield farming” or “liquidity mining.”
A platform offers users who commit capital to the platform money in the form of tokens.
Users deposit their holdings into the platform to enjoy highly profitable fixed income. As
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they send more assets to the protocol, the assets under management of the protocol
increase and the token is perceived to represent something growing in value. Buyside
liquidity and the price of the token increase. The money being paid by the platform is
now more valuable, attracting more users to deposit their holdings, creating a positive
reflexive loop for user capital on the platform and token price. Until perhaps the music
stops.
When looking at yield farming and removing the complexities around the token
mechanics of individual platforms, yield farming is incentivizing user acquisition with
negative fees. In this case, those fee payouts to users are denominated in the protocols’
native token and are paid out proportionately to the amount of assets users commit to
the platform. There are likely people that would say we are oversimplifying, but most
people are farming to make money rather than accruing a share of a network they think
has future value.
For completeness, the network value case is that DeFi protocols cannot take regulatory
risk by having an entity responsible for operating an unregulated money services
business. Protocols can dissolve the LLCs they raised equity from and convert that equity
to tokens, half of which are given to existing equity holders and half which will be slowly
distributed to users– the liquidity mining. Over time, all the tokens are distributed and
the users of the platform own a share of the network where they can vote on protocol
changes and effectively run a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO).
Negative fees to incentivize user growth is not necessarily a bad or novel thing by any
means – recall Uber and Lyft competing for market share in new cities. Both companies
would offer highly subsidized rides to attract loyalty. There is a feedback loop where
users flock to the platform to accrue negative fees, the volume on the platform increases,
the value of the token rises with additional volume, and the negative fees become even
more attractive.
As a result of the above, it’s not surprising DeFi yield farming has impacted our lending
business, particularly on the demand side. The demand to borrow assets which have
the most advantageous fee structures increases when the market is hot and rapidly
decreases once the market is onto the next asset. At the start, we saw interest in BAT
and REP skyrocket after those Compound markets were paying hefty fees. Over time, we
have seen the demand normalize primarily to stablecoins like USDT, USDC, and DAI as
they are easier to source and still highly profitable to farm.
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One interesting note is the interaction between USD rates, basis, and yield farming.
Without implying any causation, there is a flow in the market when DeFi platforms offer
high enough subsidized rates on depositing USD, crypto holders will sell their spot
holdings, buy futures, and yield on the cash generated from the spot sale. Effectively
holders can long basis, maintain their crypto exposure, and participate in the high
yields on dollars. This flow contributes to a widening basis, although it is unclear how
significant the impact will be. Since yield farming became popular in mid-June, we have
seen a spike in September basis from below 5% annualized to over 8%.

Conclusion
In summary, we have seen very strong growth in direct lending, call overwriting and
liquidity mining and believe that this growth will only continue into Q3 and beyond.
We’re excited to continue providing products and services to our counterparties that
enable them to capture this return across various market opportunities. As always,
please don’t hesitate to reach out to our desk with any questions, comments or ideas.
Onwards and upwards!
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About Genesis
Genesis launched the first U.S. OTC bitcoin trading desk in 2013. Since then, we’ve
grown to facilitate billions in monthly digital currency trades, loans and transactions.
We’re a one-stop-shop for sophisticated market participants to trade, borrow, lend and
custody digital currencies, with unparalleled access to deep pools of global liquidity
throughout the digital asset ecosystem.

Get in Touch
markets@genesistrading.com
250 Park Ave S 5th floor, New York, NY 10003
Phone: (212) 668-5921
genesistrading.com
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